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Canada’s Job Gain Offers A Rearview Mirror On 

The Economy 

 Canada’s job market was strong in February… 

 ...but hiring appetite may be sharply tested going forward 

 Youths dominated the gain 

 Other details were robust 

 Hours worked soared in a souring economy… 

 ...suggesting a big productivity hit 

 Wage growth remains solid 
 

Canada, net change in employment SA (mm 000s) / UR (%), February: 

Actual: 30.3 / 5.6 

Scotia: 0 / 5.6 

Consensus: 11 / 5.6  

Prior: 34.5 / 5.5 
 

Like the US, Canada’s job market was humming along quite nicely before the 

virus dragged down the outlook and took markets with it. Canadian job growth 

solidly beat expectations with reasonably firm details. Most of the details were 

strong but the fact that two-thirds of the gain was in the youths category raises a 

caution especially at this time of the year. 

That said, the reference period for the Labour Force Survey is the week that 

includes the 15th day of the month. As stocks really began to fall after February 

20th, the reference period likely provides an inaccurate portrayal of present hiring 

appetite that is likely to sour in subsequent reports. 

Full-time jobs drove all of the gain (+37,600) as part-time jobs fell (-7.3k). That’s 

the third straight month for surging full-time employment that is up 107k over that 

period while part-time jobs are down 15k. 

Hours worked surged ahead by 1.2% m/m. That’s the biggest monthly jump since 

December 2017 and the seventh largest gain on record. It immediately reset 

tracking for Q1 growth in hours worked by around three percentage points 

compared to what we previously thought (chart 1). The conundrum is why hours 

worked surged. Data quality issues are always a candidate for an explanation. Or 

more hours were worked producing little output in a productivity drag on the 

economy. In some sectors like health and finance, hours worked are likely not 

going down any time soon! 

Wage growth ticked lower to 4.3% y/y. That’s still strong but not the measure the 

BoC pays much attention to versus its wage common metric. 

The private sector added all of the jobs (+33.5k) while the public sector was flat (-

0.6k).  

Payroll jobs were up 33k with self-employed jobs little changed (-2.7k). 
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Youths drove most of the gain with employment in the 15– 24 age category up by 21.7k. 

Men aged 25+ saw 18k more jobs and women saw 9k fewer jobs. 

The service sector led job creation (+24.6k) while goods employment was up by just 5.6k. 

Chart 2 provides a sector breakdown of job creation. 

Within goods, a 16k gain in manufacturing jobs offset weakness across agriculture (-1.5k), 

resources (-3.4k) and construction (-7.9k) with utilities at +2.4. 

Within services, the gain was driven by wholesale and retail hiring (+22.6k) and 

information/culture/recreation (+14.4k). 

By province, Quebeckers and Albertans were in the thick of the action as shown in chart 3. 

Jobs in Quebec were up by 20k. Ontario slipped by 3.2k. BC fell 6.5k and Alberta added 

11.4k. All other provinces were relatively little changed. Alberta’s hiring activity faces the 

risk of being tested once again with what has happened to energy prices. 

Canadian Jobs Breakdown

Province m/m

Quebec +20.0k

Alberta +11.4k

Nova Scotia +3.7k

Manitoba +3.2k

Newfoundland +0.7k

Saskatchewan +0.5k

Prince Edward Island +0.3k

New Brunswick +0.1k

Ontario -3.2k

British Columbia -6.5k

Employment Type m/m

Full Time 37.6k

Part Time -7.3k

Public Sector -0.6k

Private Sector 33.5k

Self Employed -2.7k

Sources: Scotiabank Economics, StatsCan.
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